
 

 

Write detailed instructions for hand washing and drying. 

Remember instructions are bossy, command sentences so they need to start with a 

verb (doing, action word).  

  

 

Writing Challenges Summer Term Year 2, Week 1, Thursday. 

Some verbs (doing, action words) you might need to start your bossy command sentences 
with for hand washing. 

    turn,      place,  put,  rub,   rinse,   dry,   squeeze,  

                                 squirt,     throw,  sing 

 

Remember – “Soapy bubbles 
wash the germs away!” 

 

Remember to put in as much 

information into each instruction 

sentence as you can. Include 

either; because, so, when, and, 

that, but, while, or, in some 

sentences to extend the idea or 

add detail (information, reason). 

Include adverbs, e.g. slowly, 
quickly, patiently, rigorously, 
carefully, tightly, tunefully to 
explain how the action is done. 

Try and include commas by 

describing the soap, towel, water. 

Remember to start every sentence with a 
capital letter and end it with a full stop 
or an exclamation mark once in a while. 



 

 

Write a detailed description of one of your favourite book characters. 

Draw a picture of your character to start and colour it in. 

Tell me. 

1. Who your character is.  (include whether it is a boy, girl, monster, fairy etc.) 

 

2. What your character looks like (paint a picture in words) – remember to tell 
me about their hair, eyes, body, any special powers or features. Write a 

sentence for each part. 
 

 

3. What type of person your character is and what they get up to – how they 
behave.  (Is he/she good, shy, curious, mischievous, kind, mean – Give examples from the 
story that show your character’s type and behaviour) 
 

4. Why you like this character.  (What is it about this character that makes you enjoy reading 

about him/her and their experiences). 
 

5. What your favourite moments that this character gets up to are in the story 

and WHY.  (I like it when ___________ because it makes me ___________) 
 

6. Why you would recommend this (these) book(s) and this character to other 

readers. 
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Write questions you could ask Goldilocks                                               

of ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’. 

Then pretend you are Goldilocks                                                               

and answer the questions. 

If you have a copy of the story                                                                              

‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’,                                                                                

read it before you start asking                                                                                

and answering Goldilocks questions. 

 

Remember question sentences end with a question mark. 

Response, answer statement sentences end with a full stop. 
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? 
Words you could use as question sentence openers. 

Who  What  Where  When  Why  Which  How 

Would  Could  Should Is  Did  Can  Shall 

Do  Have  Has  Are  Will  Whose Must 

 

 

Here is Goldilocks. 

What are you going to ask her? 

Think of between 5 and 10 questions. 

Make them all different types of question. 

Now pretend you are Goldilocks. 

Answer the questions.                   
Make your responses as 
interesting as you can – explain 
you ‘naughty’ actions                
and perhaps make               
yourself look sweet                   
and almost, almost                          
innocent! 

 

Goldilocks and the 

three bears crafts. 

Have some fun! 

 



 

 

Write questions you could ask Baby Bear                                               

of ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’. 

Then pretend you are Baby Bear                                                               

and answer the questions. 

If you have a copy of the story                                                                              

‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’,                                                                                

read it before you start asking                                                                                

and answering Goldilocks questions. 

 

Remember question sentences end with a question mark. 

Response, answer statement sentences end with a full stop. 
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? 
Words you could use as question sentence openers. 

Who  What  Where  When  Why  Which  How 

Would  Could  Should Is  Did  Can  Shall 

Do  Have  Has  Are  Will  Whose Must 

 

 

Here is Baby Bear. 

What are you going to ask him? 

Think of between 5 and 10 questions. 

Make them all different types of question. 

Now pretend you are Baby Bear. 

Answer the questions.                   
Make your responses as 
interesting as you can – explain 
all the different                              
feelings you have                             
had about the                                 
incident. Will                                   
you ever forgive                              
Goldilocks?      

 

 

 
Goldilocks 

and the 

three bears 

crafts. Have 

some fun! 

 


